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M ADE
in Poland

Presently, Polish design and young Polish designers are gaining
more and more popularity. Their ideas are appreciated at the
prestigious festivals, markets and they are presented in popular
industry magazines. Foreign markets underline originality,
freshness and innovative ideas of Polish design. Unfortunately,
the amount of Polish design projects appearing at the
international market is just a drop in the sea since Polish
designers have many unconventional and innovative projects
by Ewa Pokorska

his situation is due to the fact that until recently Poland
was the part of socialist planned economy and the resulting
constraints which affected the design. Presently, echoes of
the past affect the talented designers who cannot count
fully on the financial and promotional government support. Thus, designers are forced to play a triple role of the
creators, producers and sellers. They create handicraft design rather than
massive design. Fortunately, this situation is changing quite rapidly. There
has been an intensive growth of interest in designing in industry and cultural environment, and creative ideas of young Polish designers, who have
started their career after the fall of communism, are reaching to more and
more groups of people, even abroad. Indeed, we have something to be proud
of! Polish design shows is very unique and it is so because of our history and
traditions. With the fall of the Berlin Wall, we started living in a country
where everything had to be re-designed. Thus, designers had and still have
a great range of possibilities, searching for original solutions and interesting
design, not only from the world but mainly from Polish roots and culture.
Our post-war history project is a great source from which young artists
can get inspiration. The designers from PRL period, despite the dependency on political and economic system, created a great number of successful
projects that can easily compete with foreign projects of that time. Modern
furniture, like sculptures, was made in the prototypic phase in the art and

design studios and it was only recently these pieces of furniture saw the light
of day getting young Polish designers inspired by. They are often unique
works which, for various reasons, for example, lack of access to modern
materials, have never entered mass production. Besides, they depicted the
most important and latest trends, and thus, they could compete with foreign
projects of that time.

Woodie and Pop-Communism Fashion

Pop-communism fashion and the revitalization of design are currently very
popular, even among foreign customers. One of the example of pop-communism fashion is an office chair WOODI designed by Polish architect,
Vonhausen Anna. The office chair was appreciated by the international jury
at this year’s Red Dot Design Award. Vonhausen, the creative director SITAG Formy Siedzenia, took the idea of the revitalisation of craftsmanship
via combining traditional materials with clear, reduced, futuristic form and
fine finishes. This combination created a new aesthetic, angular and strong
figure, a kind of game between the continuity of forms and the contact
points interpenetrating seat planes. This shows a contrast and symbiosis of
a traditional plywood and a futuristic form. Moreover, the WOODI project
was not appreciated only by the audience and the jury of the Red Dot. These
seats have been already seen in the Polish office interiors and even in an office interior of one of the Polish government ministries.
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The sources for this extremely modern chair style designed by Anna Vonhausen can be found in the 1950s and 1960s. For Poland, it was a time of
furniture expansion made of plywood, which was considered by the authorities as an accessible material with extraordinary art potential. Designers
used this material as a substitute for unavailable plastics at that time. The
main aim was to search for project solutions, having regard for the rules
imposed by the political system, in order to give the furniture the modern
design coming from the West. The great number of projects of that time is
considered as icons of contemporary Polish design. An example of such a
project is the chair designed by Teresa Kruszewska fascinated with Alvar
Aalto. The designer recognised and well-exploited the possibilities of plywood. The flexibility and strength of the material allowed her to do structural experiments. As she recalled, when creating the chair, she paid her
attention to design and simplicity, the combination of aesthetics and functionality, the beauty of the object shape and the surrounding space which
she found as the sum of the brightness of function, simplicity of design
and the logic of material discipline. When designing furniture, a human is
of great importance for her. It can be seen in her chair ‘Muszelka’ (1956).
Maria Chomentowska is another great designer. Similarly to Kruszewska,
she also was searching for the flexibility of seats, trying to use the flexibility
of the plywood. Additionally, as it can be seen in her chair “Pluck”, she reduced the rigid connection of furniture elements, replacing them with ones
that enable natural material mobility.

Nature by Tom Rygalik

Thanks to the efforts and ingenuity of designers of PRL period, and despite
the lack of access to modern materials and censorship, a great number of
original furniture was created. They were the combination of traditional,
natural materials and a modern form. What’s more, these experiments

are now an inspiration to young artists. In fact, not only is the office chair
‘WOODI’ an example of it, but also the furniture designed in 2011 by wellknown world designer, Tom Rygalik. When making his furniture for the
Polish Presidency in Brussels, he used traditional Polish materials - beech
wood and wool, combined with modern design and innovative technologies. Interestingly, his project of a conferential chair refers to the traditional
stool. Rygalik’s furniture together with his very innovative and modern
lamp “Genotype”, have made an original impression at the office interior of
the European Union. These ideas get the attention of the media and design
environments, not only in Poland but especially abroad.

Letters from Le Corbusier

Undoubtedly, the projects of Roman Modzelewski , the author of one of the
most famous Polish design of 50s, are also worth noticing. He designed the
chair, which after half a century, saw the light of day, and gained so much
popularity in Poland that they were mass-produced. Modzelewski was one
of the first Polish designers who experimented with plastics unavailable at
that time.
In 1961, he got inspired by the possibilities of modern materials and
abstract paintings which resulted in the creation of the chair, RM 58th
model made entirely of epoxy. The weight of the seat of the organic form
lies on the thin, delicate metal legs. Its innovative design was appreciated
by Le Corbusier, who asked the Polish designer to obtain the patent, and
an agreement on its mass production. Unfortunately, due to the reality of
that time in Poland, it never happened. Finally, in June 2012, a Polish company ‘Vzór’ decided to implement mass production of RM58, along with
two other interesting projects by Modzelewski. Therefore, the works of the
master of Polish design have been already seen at homes, public spaces and
offices. What is more, along with the old design, we get to know about rich
and uneasy history of Polish design.

Polish inspiration

WOODI, the project by Anna Vonhausen, SITAG Formy Siedzenia

The Value of plywood

Such stories inspire young and talented Polish designers. For example, Dagmara Surus, the author of a seat used for public
spaces, was inspired by Modzelewski. The “Frutti” project, whose inspirations were fruit and nature, is a very original
concept of creative public seat. This piece of furniture, on the one hand, is inspired by Modzelewski’s seat, and on the other
hand, by modern style. Besides, it is an original idea for making an employee active in the social space. Its modularity and
mobility allows users to shape the seat and surrounding space. It stimulates the imagination, creativity and also, it affects
interpersonal relations. It is worth mentioning that in the ‘60s, there were projects of the furniture used for public spaces,
which main aim was to stimulate the users’ imagination. The chair by Teresa Kruszewska made of plywood (1966) is the
example of such users’ activation since it can also function as an additional table module. Similar solutions were applied by
Chomentowska Maria, the author of the table-desk (1954) and functional escritoire with many shelves and a very simple
and futuristic form.

An Office in young designers’ hands

Presently, designers outdo themselves in creating projects used for space office that will draw attention not only by their
form, colour or material. The most important factors are their functionality, ergonomics, quality, environmental aspects
and ingenuity. These factors serve to increase employee productivity and their involvement. Poland can be proud of such
projects! They are created by graduates of Educational Programmes and Cooperation with Industry, operating on the
Academy of Fine Arts in Poznań. An interesting project was made by Wojtkowiak Mikołaj and that is a multifunctional
desktop “Mandy” designed for a small work space. Its minimalist form recalls the Chomentowska’s project (1950s) but
used materials, imaginative solutions and modern technology give the innovative character to the project. “Mandy” project
can function as Magnetic board panel, desktop, lampshade derived from a single sheet of linoleum and the commodious

A good design is becoming
more and more recognized
abroad. It is thanks to
Tomek Rygalik who
designed furniture for
Polish presidency in the
Council of the European
Union. He used the
combination of natural
and traditional materials,
i.e. beech wood or wool
combined with
contemporary design,
together with the
application of modern
industry with
technologically advanced,
innovative solutions.
Simplicity of the form
presents the innovative
use of material, which
spreads the light with a
unique quality.
On 17, Net chair project
by Tomek Rygali
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drawer - all these accessories packed into
60s stylised packets. Importantly, furniture linoleum was used here in a different
and more innovative way – in the shape of
free loop serves as lightshades placed in the
corner. This constructive closeup shows the
breakthrough in the perception of linoleum as just a cladding material. Another
example of that creative piece of furniture
is “Corner” desk, designed by Polish office
‘Mowo Studio’. On one hand, this piece
of furniture is an example of the post-war
design revitalisation which searches for
functional design solutions used for small
interior spaces. On the other hand, due to
its modern and original form, bold colours
and applied technologies “Corner” takes the
long view. This multifunctional desk chest
can accommodate all the usable functions,
including the multimedia and office accessories. Opala certainly broke the canon
of typical cabinet furniture and created
unconventional and creative monomodular work space with interesting design. A
similar idea was used by three graduates
of Educational Programmes and Cooperation with Industry, Joanna Korżak, Honorata Poznańska and Dorota Januszek, the
authors of the minimum kitchen “Miss
Jelly”. They performed the original design
of monomudular kitchen used for an office or a conference room. The main goal
was to provide basic kitchen functions in
a small space while searching for convincing and comfortable office space form. As a
result, “Miss Jelly”, which recalls the unit
furniture from 60s, is extremely light in the
monomodular form and its creative cabinet
system provides each user with their own
private space with regard to public space. It
is the desktop connected to the multifunction top wall, on which there are placed
diverse colour cabinets which can be added
or subtracted and hanging in any configuration, depending on the needs of the office
workers. The form includes functions.

1. Mowo Studio, the
project by Wojciech Opala,
„Corner” desk, 2005
2. Zdzisław Wróblewski,
small table, 1959
3. Maria Chomentowska,
desk, 1954
4. Roman Modzelewski on
the armchair RM58
5. Roman Modzelewski,
armchair RM58

National potential

All presented names and examples of Polish
design, both contemporary and of few past
decades, are only a poor substitute for our
museum design collections and the current
projects. Ambitious young designers have
a huge range of possibilities in a country
where there is a lot of to design. What is
more, they have a very interesting history
of design, strong roots, from which they can benefit. The post-war design
world is extremely exciting but difficult, and that is confirmed by Danish, Italian and German experts who have had the opportunity to see our
museum stores. The young designers have much potential as it is evidenced
by their projects, which for various reasons are often still in the prototype
phase. Fortunately, an intense time of change in Polish thinking approach
to think about design issues. We are open to explore the world design. 
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Polish production with the help of
Vzor studio, iconic chair designed
by Roman Modzelewski came into
the market

Duporet, the project by Bartosz Mucha,
www.poor.pl

